
 

 

 

 

F R E S H L Y  R O A S T E D  C O F F E E  B E A N S  f r o m  a r o u n d  t h e  W O R L D

k a r v a n c o f f e e . c o m . a u

Prewetting:
As with all brewing methods using paper filters, the filter must be rinsed with hot water before brewing to remove any paper taste 
and to preheat the brewing basket. With the Moccamaster, there is a second objective to this: flushing out any old water remaining 
in the boiler and the glass transfer tube. We measured ours and the water remaining was 200g. Brewing coffee with old or previous-
ly boiled water is undesirable, so we use the anyway-necessary prewetting to purge this as well.

How to prewet:
1. Fill the Moccamaster to between 2 and 4 on the side (250 – 500g water).
2. Fold the filter (see ‘how to fold a filter’) and put it in the basket
3. Close the valve (position O)
4. Turn the Moccamaster on.
5. Wait until all the water has been dispensed. The filter basket should be quite full.                                                              

**While it’s wetting you should grind your coffee and weigh out the brewing water.**
6. Open the valve to full to let the water flow through to the carafe.

Brewing:
For a batch using 1020g brewing water and 60g coffee:

1. Tare the brewing basket on the scales and add 60g ground coffee
2. Weigh 1020g of fresh filtered water
3. Set the basket in place and close the valve
4. Pour the water into the tank
5. When the first water is dispensed, start the timer
6. Rotate the basket to ensure the water is spread evenly on the bed
7. When the timer reaches 1 minute, give a stir, making sure to wet all the grinds that have risen to the top and formed a crust, 

then open the valve to 1/1
8. When the timer reaches about 3 minutes, give the slurry a quick stir
9. When the last water has been dispensed, give the slurry another quick stir. This is important, because it will set your drain bed 

up to be nice and flat by moving all of the coffee grinds into suspension, where they can be rearranged by gravity.
10. When the draining is finished, look at the drainbed. It should be nice and flat or mildly domed.
11. Give the pot of coffee a stir and serve.

Note: When you stir, make sure it is gentle. Stirring too hard will make your coffee bitter. For the first stirring and wetting at 1 
minute, use the back of a soup spoon, and from thereon in a chopstick or similar.

You will need:
• A filter device (For this brewing guide we used the Moccamaster Technivorm brewer)
• Acaia scales
• Filtropa #4 filter papers
• Coffee beans
• A stirring tool – a chopstick, a spoon, your Aeropress paddle

Filter Basket
The filter basket flow valve has three positions: Open 1/1, open 1/2, closed. To maintain fair brewing times across a range of batch 
sizes, it is necessary to change the flow rate to suit the changing resistance of the filter bed as the grinds increase or decrease in size 
and quantity. This is what the valve is used for.

Brewing Time
The brewing time for a batch of filter coffee made in the Moccamaster should be between 5 – 6 minutes, regardless of the batch 
size. This means that for smaller batches, you use the closed and 1/2 open position to limit the flow rate and for large batches, use 
the fully open setting. If you want to, the Moccamaster can be used as a steep and release brewer, in the style of the Clever Coffee 
Dripper (except you don’t need to boil the kettle). We commonly do this when brewing batches using less than 500g brew water.
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